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Abstract 
 

This master dissertation includes a study and verification to explain the verses 52-73 of 

surat Al-Imran, from Al-Hasheya (postscript) of Mohammad Mohi Al-ddin Ben Mustafa 

Alkojawi known as ‘al-sheikh zadeh’ on the interpretation of Al-Qadi Al-Baydawi 

<<Anwar Al-Tanzeel wa Asrar Al-Taaweel>>. 

 

This postscript is one of the most valuable interpretation of Al-Baydawi ; as its scientific in 

the first place, and it includes various linguistic , ideological , mental science and others, in 

which Al- sheikh Zadeh brought together the brevity , accuracy and the clarity of the 

expression. 

This study was aimed to achieve the study of Sheikh Zadeh’ s postscript scientifically, 

according to the jurisprudence of manuscript studies , and the work to get that valuable 

reference perfectly , and by making it easier for students to access its knowledge; as there 

were several printed that are not serviced. 

This study was done on the descriptive approach; and by reference to the copies of the 

manuscript of (Sheikh Zadeh’s postscript ), and the verification of its provisions in 

accordance with the approach taken in the manuscripts. As well as the historical approach; 

by mentioning information regarding to the era of the author (Sheikh Zadeh) , his elderly 

and students, as well as through the translation. 

of those famous people named in the dissertation . Also, the deductive and analytical 

approach were applied in this dissertation; and by setting up different connotations and 

benefits through the realization of the postscript. 

This study is with two sections: The first one is the study section, it’s about the study of the 

author and the book. The researcher showed the life of Sheikh Zadeh, his scientific 

journey, and the situation prevailing in his time,and she also showed the status of the book, 

its importance, the verification of his name and the rate of the author. The second is the 

verification section. It has the 

verified part of the postscript corresponding four copies of the manuscript of the book and 

working on the scientific indexes that facilitate the use of the book and how to refer to it. 

The study found a number of results, notably: Sheikh Zadeh’s postscript is rich with 

various sciences, and in particular the language and interpretation of science, and that the 

Islamic library is in need; because of its abundant science, and great value. 

I recommend the full completing achievement of Sheikh Zadeh’s postscript scientifically 

and accurately as the jurisprudence of the manuscripts. 


